Aspects and Impacts Application Information
Overview
This application is intended to help people determine the significant environmental impacts of
their organization. This is required by environmental standards such as ISO 14001 and
Responsible Care 14001. The output of the process is a list of environmental aspects and the
associated impacts sorted in descending order. The significance is determined by comparing
to a threshold value.
Every organization has activities that are required for day-to-day operation. The inputs and
outputs of these activities are environmental aspects. The environmental impact is the eﬀect
the aspect has on the environment. So, the process entails identifying the organization’s
activities, determining the inputs and outputs of these activities, scoring the environmental
impact for each aspect and determining which are significant for further action.

Process
Activities
Aspects
Impacts

The user selects the first icon on the main menu to start the process and is
initially bought to the Activities Screen (below). Tapping the “+” button brings the
user to an input screen to add an activity. Once the “Save” button is tapped, the
software verifies that it is not a duplicate entry before the activity is saved.

The user then taps the detail icon to enter the aspects (inputs and outputs).
Below is a completed list of aspects for the activity photocopying.
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The significance is not calculated until the user uses
the Score and Report module to calculate the
significance. So, initially it is blank.
Aspects are listed in alphabetical order for editing

In order to add an aspect, the user taps the “+” button and is taken to the Add/Edit Impacts
screen:
The user types the aspect and taps the appropriate
segmented controls to rate the impact (toxicity and
material risk, resource depletion such as oil or
landfill space, health, source or waste reduction
opportunity). Also, the probability and degree of
control are also registered by tapping the apron rite
segmented controls.
The score is computed as follows:
Score = (Impact) * (Probability) * Control)
where:
Impact = toxicity + resource depletion + source or
waste reduction + health eﬀect
The software checks to ensure the entry is not a
duplicate when the “Save” button is pressed before
storing the data.

The user can generate a report (below) once all of the aspects have been entered
and rated by selecting the “Score and Report” button on the main menu. The user
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selects either a plain text or delimited report type by tapping the segmented control. The
significance threshold defaults to 200 but can be adjusted by the user so that it is appropriate
to the organization.
The delimited report contains all raw data so that the information can be uploaded into other
software. The report can be printed or emailed by tapping the appropriate button.

An overview and quick start instructions can be obtained by tapping the “Help”
icon.
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